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Chalin O. Perez entered Tulane University and joined the Naval ROTC in 1940 prior to the entry of the United States into World War II. I was put on active duty
while still at Tulane in November 1942 and was commissioned as ensign in 1943. I attended CIC school in St. Simon, Georgia and the Destroyer General
Information Courses in Norfolk, Virginia. I was then sent to Boston, Massachusetts where I helped commission the USS L.K. Swenson (DD 729).

It was at my request to Congressman F. Edward Hebert, who was the congressman from my congressional district, and was also the Chairman of the Armed
Services Committee of the U.S. House of Representatives, that I was assigned to a Destroyer headed for the Pacific to fight the Japanese.

After a brief shakedown cruise, the Swenson went through the Panama Canal and into the Pacific Theatre. After a brief stop in Hawaii, the ship escorted several
supply ships into the area near the Philippine Islands just as the second battle of the Philippines was about to begin. While with the supply ships, Navy planes
encountered the Japanese fleet and returned reporting that they virtually destroyed that task group, whereas in fact, little damage had been done to the Jap fleet.
The Jap fleet then began to bear down on us. We had no air cover but we could watch their airplanes on our radar orbiting their task group. Fortunately, the Japs did
not discover our small group of supply ships or we would have been wiped out. We shortly thereafter, joined up with our task force which consisted of aircraft carriers,
battleships, cruisers and destroyers. Our ship was actively engaged in that battle. Thereafter, we were engaged in battles of Leyte Gulf, Two Jima, Okinawa and the
final surrender of the Japanese.

The most difficult battle that the destroyers were engaged in was the battle of Okinawa when the destroyers were placed on picket duty and the suicide planes
attempted to dive in to the destroyers. Approximately 1 /3 of the American Destroyers were either sunk or seriously damaged in that battle.

Iwo Jima was a relatively easy battle for the Destroyers which primarily supported the marines and army who had landed on the beach and the Destroyers were
lobbing in five inch shells to destroy the many caves that the Japs had built. It was an extremely difficult battle for the marines and army, but it was relatively easy
for the Destroyers.

One day after serving my watch, I went on the bridge of the ship to get a little sunshine and fresh air. I looked up and saw a Jap suicide plane diving towards a
carrier. Seated on the deck was a gunners mate who had just come off watch. When I pointed out to him the suicide plane, he quickly put his 40 millimeter
gun mount on automatic and with eight rounds of ammunition, knocked off the wing of the suicide plane. He had to aim just as a duck hunter would shoot a
duck because his computer equipment did not have time to warm up and be activated. He was the only one in the entire fleet to fire on that plane. At the time, the
captain was asleep in his cabin on the bridge. He received the silver star. The gunners mate who shot the plane down was not even promoted.

When we thought we had the Jap Navy in port somewhere in the south China sea, our task force proceeded to attempt to engage it. Our ship's responsibility, as
the second in line of nine destroyers, was to go through the mine fields and gain access into the harbor and utilize primarily our torpedoes. As daybreak came and we
were steaming into the harbor, we found that the Jap fleet had escaped.

After the war in Europe was over, the British navy joined the American navy in the Pacific to assist us in completing the defeat of the Japanese. The L.K.
Swenson, served extensive duty between the British Navy and the American Navy to relay high frequency radio messages between the two fleets.

As CIC Officer, I was also the voice communications officer which relayed those messages. I was soon to become known as the "Tokyo Rose" of the American
fleet.
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While anchored immediately to the rear of an ammunition ship in the Ulithi Harbor, a small Jap sub snuck through the entrance to the harbor and shot a torpedo
through the bow of an ammunition ship anchored next to the Swenson. Fortunately, the torpedo did not explode. The torpedo was clearly visible extending
through the bow of the ammunition ship. Had that torpedo exploded, we probably would have been destroyed as well.

Typhoons

While serving in the Pacific, the Swenson encountered several typhoons. In one of them, the heavy cruiser Pittsburgh radioed to all destroyers that its bow was floating
down its starboard side and requested a destroyer to come "fetch it". We proceeded to attempt to engage it but another destroyer reached it before we could
get to it. The bow of the ship, about 180 ft. in length, was towed back to port. The Pittsburgh backed into the seas and returned to port safely, was patched up
and later returned to duty.

In another of the typhoons, our ship rolled 45 degrees. We were designed to 42 degrees. A destroyer, immediately next to us, capsized in the typhoon and lost all but 30
of its crew members.

We nine destroyers were the only surface ships to enter Tokyo Bay during the war. We sank several supply ships and damaged many more and sunk some of their
escort vessels.

Sidney W. (Billy) Provensal Jr., one of our fellow NROTC graduates, was aboard another destroyer in our fleet. My mother regularly sent me care packages
which included El Trelles Triangle cigars. I offered Provensal a few of these cigars which he accepted. On other occasions when we came to port, he arrived in
the captain's gig and asked for more cigars. Finally I gave him an entire box. I found out later that he was giving the cigars to his captain and that he ended up
getting two bronze stars.

We remained in the battle zone until the war was over even though we were due to have returned many months sooner, but we were held in the war area
because the Japs were nearing the end of the line and all of our many vessels were kept in place.

The night before the atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima, our communications officer had deciphered a secret message advising that the bomb would be dropped
the next day. I actually saw the Enola Gay, the B-29 which dropped the bomb, pass directly over our fleet. Usually, many B-29's would fly over our fleet on the way
to bomb the Japs but in this case, only that one plane flew over.

I have been asked whether I approved of the dropping of the bomb. Tentative plans had been made to take about ten percent of the personnel from each destroyer and
the other ships as backups to land on Japan to support the army and the marines, even though we had no experience in ground fighting. I probably would not be here
today if the bombs had not been dropped, because I was the officer assigned to take thirty men ashore in the event that was needed. The dropping of the bomb saved
many thousands of American lives. The Japanese would never have surrendered unless something of this nature would have brought them to their knees

I was fortunate that our Destroyer was anchored immediately next to the battleship Missouri, on which the Japs came aboard to sign the surrender. It was quite an
impressive occasion to see the Japanese emperor come aboard the battleship Missouri with all of his grandeur and pomp.

As the designated shore patrol officer for our ship, I was sent ashore in the very early stages of our occupation of Japan to be sure that the area was secure and
safe for our troops to enter. We were anchored at the Japanese naval base at Yukuska. We would proceed from Yukuska to Yokohama and then on to Tokyo by
rapid train service. Japanese by the thousands would enter the trains and most times only about three Americans, shore patrol officers, were there to observe. The
downtown or business area of Tokyo was virtually destroyed, leaving only one building standing.

After the war, the Swenson returned to the United States at which time I was transferred to New Orleans on shore patrol duty. Our main responsibility was to
patrol the French Quarter. The strip teasers at each of the many bars would do their nightly act and we became so accustomed to their gyrations that as a game, one
of us would turn our back on the performer and guess what piece of clothing were being removed or what gyrations were being done by the stripper at the time.
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I was separated from the United States naval service on May 1946 and prior to that had entered Tulane Law School.

 


